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It was my first day in a life with regrets
Now I count my loathing in days
Who the fuck were you to take my innocence
Nothing was ever broken
There was never anything to be fixed
You used to shield me from the pain 'til you became
the goddamn catalyst
The marching drones don't know a thing
While all hope dies under their feet
Head to a path untold with moral depravity
Where do we turn when our idea of justice is blatant
corruption?
The crown became a noose
Our time is slowly ending
The system is flawed let the cycle begin again
Splitting at the seems it was patchwork at best
Writhing as old wounds burst open
Time and again I tried to bleed your poison out but the
infection spread
The marching drones don't know a thing
While all hope dies under their feet
Head to a path untold with moral depravity
Where do we turn when our idea of justice is blatant
corruption?
The crown became a noose
Our time is slowly ending
The system is flawed let the cycle begin again
I see the smiles on their censored faces and their
empty stares and I know this world
Is long past due for real change
Let me be your indecision
Let my side be the indifference of choice
Sick and begging on the sidelines
(It doesn't matter if you're right as long as you win)
If you could live again would you be empty and alone
Sick and begging on the sidelines
(It doesn't matter if you're right as long as you win)
If you could live again would you be empty and alone
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